User’s Guide For 4Cast XL
Example 1: Times-series Prediction
Step 1: Preparing Data
The input data to neural network is not always hard physical measurements. Scaling the
data sometimes is needed so that the neural network can learn better. 4Cast XL use a
sigmoidal activation function as its output. Therefore, user need to scale the input data
first so that the target activations to values can be comfortably learned. Please take note
that 4Cast XL only process numeric data.
All the data need to be converted to the between 0 to 1. Neural network will learn better
if there is uniformity in the data.
Here, a real life example is use. This data is taken from the DJIA weekly prices, from the
period from 22 April 2002 to 22 Oct 2007.
Let’s organize the data first. The basic assumption for time series forecasting is that the
pattern found from historical data will also hold in the future. In practice, we partition the
data into two parts.
The first part is used to train the neural network, while the second part of data is used to
test the performance of the model. A model is considered good if the error of out-ofsample testing is the lowest compared with the other models. If the trained model is the
best one for validation and also the best one for testing, one can assume that it is a good
model for future forecasting.
There are tradeoffs for testing and training. One should not say it is the best model unless
he has tested it, but once he has tested it, he has not trained enough. The general partition
rule for training and testing set is 70% and 30%, respectively.

a) Scaling of variables and data is automated. Just select Scale Data on the 4Cast XL
menu (see Figure 1.1) and the input form below (Figure 1.2) will be shown:

(Figure 1.1)

(Figure 1.2)

For column J, the input data consist of the 5 days moving averages of the DJIA weekly
prices, column K consist of 10 days moving averages and so on. The highest price during
the period from 22 April 2002 to 22 Oct 2007 is 14,093.08 and the lowest price is 7528.4.
288 weekly data is entered accordingly from column J2 to N289. Column O is the
output/target data consist of actual weekly closing.
.

(Figure 1.3A)
Thus we need to convert the data in the range J2:O289 (see Figure 1.3A ). That is 6
columns times 288 rows in the worksheet “Raw Data”. Enter J2:O289 into the Input
Range edit box. Press the Tab key on your keyboard to exit. When you press Tab,
4Cast XL will automatically load the maximum (14,093.08) and the minimum (7528.4)
in the Raw Data frame Min and Max textbox.
By default in the Convert Data Into frame, 4Cast XL use the value 1 for maximum and
0.1 for minimum (see Fig 1.2) above. Of course you can change this. It is advisable not to
use the value 0 as the minimum as it represent nothing.
Click on the Scale Now button and all the data in the range J2:O289 will be converted to
0.01 to 1. I’ve format the converted values into 2 decimal points. (see Figure 1.3 below)

(Figure 1.3)
4Cast XL will also automatically store the minimum (in cell J292) and the maximum
(cell J291) value of the raw data in the last row and first column of the raw data. (see
Figure 1.4 below).
Delete the value in cell O289 because this is the value or weekly price that we want to
predict.

(Figure 1.4)
b) After converting the raw data, click on the X at the top right of dialog form to exit.
Now we need to partition the data into 2 parts.
i)
ii)

Part 1, row 2 to row 200 as the training data
Part 2, row 201 to row 288 as the testing data.

User can start to build the neural network model after this.

Step 2: Building the architecture of the neural network model.
a) Select Create Network on the 4Cast XL menu (see Figure 1.5) and the dialog box
4Cast XL (1 of 3) will be displayed (see Figure 1.6).

(Figure 1.5)

(Figure 1.6)
-

-

-

-

Select 3 on the Layers of Network. Proven to be very effective on timeseries forecasting.
On the Input Range edit box, enter the range J2:N200 (five columns of
inputs and 199 rows of input pattern, i.e. the training data). Each time you
exit, please use the Tab key on your keyboard.
On the Target Range edit box, enter the range O2:O200 (1 column of
output/target and 199 rows of pattern to be learned). Tab!!! When you tab
to exit, 4Cast XL will automatically load the number of input column in
the Inputs textbox on the Nodes frame. (Here we’ve 5 inputs)
On the Hidden 1 textbox of the Nodes frame, enter 3. This mean that we
have select 3 nodes for the hidden layer. The general rule to follow here is
that we use the pyramidal scheme, 5-3-1. (you can also try 5-4-1, 5-2-1
etc)
The Output textbox on the Nodes frame is already loaded with the value
1 as this is done automatically by 4Cast XL as well.
Click the Next button.

Graphically, it looks like this: (see below)

Input Layer

Hidden Layer Output Layer

Click on the Next button and the dialog box 4Cast XL (2 of 3) below will be
shown(see Fig 1.7). The worksheet Network Output will be created. This worksheet
is very important as it is use to store the the model architecture(display on the
Network Architecture frame), the weights(w1 to w18 ) and all other important
parameters. (see Figure 1.7)

(Figure 1.7)
Currently, the worksheet is blank as we have not start training yet.

b) Select the training option that you want in the Training Methods frame. Training
option includes Backpropagation with momentum, Conjugate Gradient and Genetic
Optimization. Select the checkbox Show MSE Graph to show the training error in
each epoch. (the Genetic Optimization training option will be discussed in Example 2)
Choose the Conjugate Gradient training method. Click the Next button again and the
Conjugate Gradient training method dialog form (see Fig 1.8 below) will be display.

Step 3: Training the network model

(Figure 1.8)

Select the Initialize new weights. 18 rows of value for the weights will be generated in
G2:G19. (Note: This is optional as 4Cast XL will generate the weights for you
automatically if you didn’t click on this button)
You also have the option to run the program for how many loops / Epoch (maximum for
this program is 15000) or you can select the option to run the program for how many
minutes. (maximum 300 minutes). User can stop training prematurely by clicking the

End button.( Note: MSE graph will not be updated if user do this. This might take a few
seconds.)
Click the Train button to start training the model. The Synapses Screen will be
shown.(see Fig 1.9 below) and the program will start running.

(Figure 1.9)
You can see the activities of the neural network model training. For experience user,
they will know whether a suitable model has been built, whether enough hidden layers is
created, whether the network has good starting weights etc, just by looking at this screen.
4Cast XL is the only neural network program in the world that has this feature.

(Figure 1.10)

The number of Epoch and the Mean Square Error (MSE) will be shown in the Status
Bar (see Figure 1.10 above)

A message box will pops up after the model has finish training for the current session.
(see Fig 1.11)

(Figure 1.11)
User can stop training prematurely by clicking the End button.( Note: MSE graph will
not be updated if user do this. This might take a few seconds.)
Here it show 0.003883 which is not satisfactory. Usually we need the MSE value to be
below 0.001 or after training for 30000 epochs. As the result is not satisfactory we need
to train the network model again. Before that, take a look at the Network Output
worksheet. You’ll see all the parameters generated on this sheet. Don’t change anything
here.

A complete analysis is presented in the Network Output worksheet. User can view and
analyse the network model.(e.g. Each pattern output and error is presented thus, user can
determine whether the network has learn well for a particular pattern.) In the hidden layer
output, user will know which node is redundant or active. Weights of the network are
also reported. User can also use the data here for graphing purposes, for example the
Actual Vs Forecasted chart, Sensitivity of Inputs chart, error distribution chart,
correlation graph etc.
For example, if you want to built the Actual VS Forecasted chart, goto the Network
Output worksheet and copy the output (Output 1 in column I ) and paste it beside the
Target column in the data sheet. (see Figure 1.11B below)

(Figure 1.11B)

As the result is not satisfactory, we need to continue training the network model.

Step 4: Retraining the Network Model.
Here we do not need to rebuilt the whole network again. Make sure you have select the
sheet that contain the training data as the active sheet before execute the step below.
-

Select Load Network on the 4Cast XL menu (see Fig 1.12 below) and the dialog
box 4Cast XL (2 of 3) will be displayed (see Figure 1.7 above)

(Figure 1.12)

- Choose the Conjugate Gradient training method and go through the whole process
again until you’ve train the model for 20000 to 30000 epoch or when the MSE reach
below 0.001.
Do not click on the Initialize New Weights unless you want to change a new set of
weights. Here 4Cast XL will use the weights contain in the weight i.e.G2:G19 generated
from the previous training session.
(For advance user, you can change the weights vector by selecting the Initialize New
Weights to initialize new weights if you feel that the current model does not have good
starting weights)
If you have no confidence on the network model and need to change or create a new
model altogether with different architecture then goto Step 5 else goto Step 6.

Step 5 : Re-Build the Neural Network Model
i)
ii)

iii)
iv)

It is advisable for user to use different workbook to create different network
architectures.
Or user can rename the Network Output worksheet if new network
architecture is being created in the same workbook. 4Cast XL will also
prompt user to rename the Network Output worksheet if the new model is
being built on the same workbook.
Go through Step 2 , 3, 4 again until you are satisfied with the result.
If you are satisfied with the result then go to Step 6.

Step 6: Testing

After you are satisfied with the training result, its time to test the neural network model.
For our current example, the network model was trained for 10,000 epochs and the MSE
has reach 0.00113.
i)

Select Test or Predict on the 4Cast XL menu (see Fig 1.13) and the dialog box
Test and Predict will be display. (see Figure 1.14)

(Figure 1.13)

(Figure 1.14)

ii)
iii)

Enter J201:N288 in the Input Range edit box
Enter O201:O288 in the Target Range edit box

Remember that we have allocated row 201 to 288 as the test set.
iv)

Select the Test button. 4Cast XL will run the test and pops up a message box
displaying the Test Error and will also be stored on the Network Output
worksheet (see Fig 1.15)

(Figure 1.15)

Here the test error is 0.00676 (see Figure 1.15) which is also display on the Network
Output sheet. The MSE is 0.00113. The general rule here is that the test error and the
actual MSE should not have a big difference. For example MSE = 0.00067 and Test
error is 0.00089, this can be consider good modeling and suitable to be used as a
forecasting model in real life scenario.
If you have no confidence on the result or after training for 20,000 to 30,000 epochs and
the network model show no improvement, then you need to re-built the neural network
and go through Steps 2,3,4 and 6. Neural network forecasting requires lots of training
and testing before you can apply it to real life situations.
You will need some time to learn and to experience before you can gain the confidence
to use neural network as a forecasting tool. Once you’ve became an expert user, you will
be amaze when neural network shows its magic!!!
The result of the current model is quite satisfactory, after training and testing, its time
now to do the prediction.

Step 7: Predicting
i) Select Test or Predict on the 4Cast XL menu (see Fig 1.13 above) and the dialog box
Test and Predict will be display. (see Figure 1.16 below). Enter J289:N289, i.e. the 5
input factors to predict the outcome/result ( i.e. 1 row of MA5, MA10, MA20, MA60
and MA120 ). Leave the Target Range blank

(Figure 1.16)
ii)

Click on the Predict button to bring up the Predict dialog box (Figure 1.17),
enter O289 so that the result/output of the prediction will be contained on this
cell.

(Figure 1.17)

iii)

Click the OK button and the result will be displayed on the cell O289 in blue
color font. The Confidence Level of 86.29% is also shown next to it. (Fig
1.18)

(Figure 1.18)

iv)

Next we need to convert this result/output back to the Dow Jones weekly
price. (as 0.93 doesn’t mean anything to us)

Select Scale Data on the 4Cast XL menu (see Figure 1.1 above) and the dialog form
below (Figure 1.19) will be shown: (we also do this step when we first convert the
raw data)

(Figure 1.19)
Remember that 4Cast XL has stored the minimum in cell J292 and maximum in cell
J291 of the raw data when we first convert the data in Step 1. Now we reverse the
process. (see Figure 1.19)
v)

Click the Scale Now button and we have the predicted result as 13582.49,
(0.93 become 13582.49…see Figure 1.20 below)

(Figure 1.20)
To conclude, 4Cast XL predict that next week DJIA closing price is 13582.49.

Example 2: Sales Forecasting
Here is a real life data sample taken from a fashion store selling women clothing. 2
years i.e. 104 weeks of historical data are used to train and predict the weekly and
daily sales of the fashion store. This example will show neural network as a nonlinear application can predict better than classical linear model due to their ability to
find non-linear dependencies in data.

Sales distribution among the weeks and days appear to be random with no definite
rules. After proper training the network is capable of forecasting weekly and daily
sales much better than classical models. (Open the file Sales_Forecasting)
In the worksheet “Raw Data”, I’ve manually transform the data from Column B to
column E into numerical value so that they can be read by 4Cast XL. For example,
in Column B for the “Season Influence” input, a “Low” category is transform to the
value 0.25, a “Medium” category is transform into the value 0.5 and so on. User can
view all the transform in the worksheet “Transform Data”.
Now you need to transform the numerical value in Column D to G into the range 0 to
1 as 4Cast XL use a sigmoidal activation function as its output. Therefore, user
need to scale the input data first so that the target activations to values can be
comfortably learned. However you need to do this one column by one column as the
data are categorical different unlike Example 1 above. Let’s start with Column D.

Step 1: Preparing the Data
Like Example 1 above, select Scale Data on the 4Cast XL menu and the input form (see
Figure 2.1 below) will be shown. Enter D7:D110 in the Input Range and press the TAB
button on your keyboard and 4Cast XL will automatically load the minimum and
maximum value of the Column D. Convert the raw data into 1 for maximum and 0.1 for
minimum. (See example in figure 2.1 below)

(Fig 2.1)

Click the Scale Now button, and the raw data will be converted. (see Figure 2.2). The raw
data minimum and maximum value will be stored automatically below 2 rows of the last
non-blank cell, and in this case cell D112 for the raw data maximum and D113 the raw
data minimum.

(Figure 2.2)

Continue this process of scaling or transforming the data for Column E to Column G. For
the Column I and J which are the targeted value, you can scale them in one go as they
comprise values from the same category i.e. sales.
All the scale data are stored in the worksheet “Transform Data” and these values are use
as the training data for our neural network model. Now we need to partition the data into
2 parts.
Part 1 - row 7 to row 87 as the training data

Part 2 - row 88 to row 110 as the testing data.
User can start to build the neural network model after this.

Step 2: Building the architecture of the neural network model.
a) Select Create Network on the 4Cast XL menu (see Figure 2.3) and the dialog
box 4Cast XL (1 of 3) will be displayed (see Figure 2.4).

(Figure 2.3)

(Figure 2.4)

-

-

-

-

Select 4 on the Layers of Network by clicking the spin button.
On the Input Range edit box, enter the range B7:G87 (6 columns of
inputs and 81 rows of input pattern, i.e. the training data). Each time you
exit, please use the Tab key on your keyboard.
On the Target Range edit box, enter the range I7:J87 (2 columns of
outputs/target and 81 rows of pattern to be learned). Tab!!! When you tab
to exit, 4Cast XL will automatically load the number of input column in
the Inputs textbox on the Nodes frame. (Here we’ve 6 inputs and 2
outputs. Most commercially available neural network software can only
accommodate one output node )
On the Hidden 1 textbox of the Nodes frame, enter 12. This mean that we
have select 12 nodes for hidden layer 1. The general rule to follow here is
that we use the pyramidal scheme or the diamond rule.

-

-

On the Hidden 2 textbox of the Nodes frame, enter 4. This mean that we
have select 4 nodes for hidden layer 2. The general rule to follow here is
that we use the pyramidal scheme or the diamond rule. Here we have use 6
-12 - 4 - 2 (diamond rule) as the network architecture.
The Output textbox on the Nodes frame is already loaded with the value
2 as this is done automatically by 4Cast XL.
Click the Next button.

Click on the Next button and the dialog box 4Cast XL (2 of 3) below will be shown
(see Fig 2.5). The worksheet Network Output will be created. This worksheet is very
important as it is use to store the model architecture (display on the Network
Architecture frame), the weights (w1 to w128 ) and all other important parameters.
(see Figure 2.5)

(Figure 2.5)

Currently, the worksheet is blank as we have not start training yet.

b) Select the training option that you want in the Training Methods frame. Training
option includes Backpropagation with momentum, Conjugate Gradient and Genetic
Optimization. Select the checkbox Show MSE Graph to show the training error in
each epoch.
Choose the Genetic Optimization training method. Click the Next button again and the
Genetic Optimization training method dialog form (see Fig 2.6 below) will be
displayed.

Step 3: Training the network model

(Figure 2.6)

At the same time, the worksheet “Population” will also be created. (see Figure 2.6). It
is recommended that you use the default value on this dialog form.
Click on the Initialize New Population. 128 rows of value for the weights and 100 (as
indicated as the Population Size) columns of individual group of weights will be
generated in this worksheet “Population”.
You also have the option to run the program for how many loops / Generation
(maximum for this program is 15000) or you can select the option to run the program for
how many minutes. (maximum 300 minutes). User can stop training prematurely by
clicking the End button.( Note: MSE graph will not be updated if user do this. This
might take a few seconds.)
Click the Generate button to start training the model. The Synapses Screen will be
shown (see Fig 2.7 below) and the program will start running.

(Figure 2.7)
You can see the activities of the neural network model training. For experience user,
they will know whether a suitable model has been built, whether enough hidden layers is
created, whether the network has good starting weights etc, just by looking at this screen.
4Cast XL is the only neural network program in the world that has this feature.

(Figure 2.8)
The number of Generation and the Mean Square Error (MSE) will be shown in the
Status Bar (see Figure 2.8 above)
A message box will pops up after the model has finish training for the current session.
(see Fig 2.9 below)

(Figure 2.9)

User can stop training prematurely by clicking the End button.( Note: MSE graph will
not be updated if user do this. This might take a few seconds.)

Here it show 0.00794167 which is not satisfactory. Usually we need the MSE value to be
below or close to 0.001 or after training for 10000 generations. As the result is not
satisfactory we need to train the network model again. Before that, take a look at the
Network Output worksheet. You’ll see all the parameters generated on this sheet. Don’t
change anything here. Also, check out the Population worksheet.
A complete analysis is presented in the Network Output worksheet. User can view and
analyse the network model.(e.g. Each pattern output and error is presented thus, user can
determine whether the network has learn well for a particular pattern.) In the hidden layer
output, user will know which node is redundant or active. Weights of the network are
also reported. User can also use the data here for graphing purposes, for example the
Actual Vs Forecasted chart, Sensitivity of Inputs chart, error distribution chart,
correlation graph etc.
As the result is not satisfactory, we need to continue training the network model.

Step 4: Retraining the Network Model.
Here we do not need to rebuild the whole network again. Make sure you have select the
sheet that contain the training data in this case the “Transform Data” as the active sheet
before execute the steps below.
-

Select Load Network on the 4Cast XL menu (see Fig 2.10 below) and the dialog
box 4Cast XL (2 of 3) will be displayed (see Figure 2.5 above)

-

(Figure 2.10)

- Choose the Genetic Optimization training method and go through the whole
process again until you’ve train the model for 10000 generations or when the MSE
reach below or close to 0.001.
Do not click on the Initialize New Population button unless you want to change a new
set of population of weights. Here 4Cast XL will use the weights population contain in
the worksheet Population generated from the previous training session.
(For advance user, you can change the weights vector by selecting the Initialize New
Population to initialize new weights population if you feel that the current model does
not have good starting weights)
If you have no confidence on the neural network model and need to change or build a
new model altogether with different architecture then goto Step 5 else goto Step 6.

Step 5 : Re-Build the Neural Network Model

i)
ii)

iii)
iv)

It is advisable for user to use different workbook to create different network
architectures.
Or user can rename the Network Output worksheet if new network
architecture is being created in the same workbook. 4Cast XL will also
prompt user to rename the Network Output worksheet if the new model is
being built on the same workbook.
Go through Step 2 , 3, 4 again until you are satisfied with the result.
If you are satisfied with the result then go to Step 6.

Step 6: Testing
After you are satisfied with the training result, its time to test the neural network model.
For our current example, the network model was trained for 7,000 generations and the
MSE has reach 0.00186, which is satisfactory.
v)

Select Test or Predict on the 4Cast XL menu (see Fig 2.11) and the dialog box
Test and Predict will be display. (see Figure 2.12)

(Figure 2.11)

(Figure 2.12)

vi)
vii)

Enter B88:G110 in the Input Range edit box
Enter I88:J110 in the Target Range edit box

Remember that we have allocated row 88 to 110 as the test set.
viii)

Select the Test button. 4Cast XL will run the test and pops up a message box
displaying the Test Error and will also be stored on the Network Output
worksheet (see Fig 2.13)

(Figure 2.13)

Here the test error is 0.00365 (see Figure 2.13) which is also display on the Network
Output sheet. The MSE is 0.00186. The general rule here is that the test error and the
actual MSE should not have a big difference. For example MSE = 0.00067 and Test
error is 0.00089, this can be consider good modeling and suitable to be used as a

forecasting model in real life scenario. We can use the current model as the difference
between Test error and MSE is negligible.
If you have no confidence on the result or after training for 7000 generations and the
network model show no improvement, then you need to re-built the neural network and
go through Steps 2,3,4 and 6. Neural network forecasting requires lots of training and
testing before you can apply it to real life situations.
You will need some time to learn and to experience before you can gain the confidence
to use neural network as a forecasting tool. Once you’ve became an expert user, you will
be amaze when neural network shows its magic!!!
The result of the current model is quite satisfactory, after training and testing, its time
now to do the prediction.

Step 7: Predicting
i) Select Test or Predict on the 4Cast XL menu (see Fig 2.12 above) and the dialog box
Test and Predict will be display. (see Figure 2.14 below). Enter B116:G117, i.e. the 6
input factors to predict the 2 outcome/result (weekly and daily sales). I’ve prepared these
value in the cells indicated. Leave the Target Range blank

(Figure 2.14)

vi)

Click on the Predict button to bring up the Predict dialog box (Figure 2.15),
enter I116:J117 so that the result/output of the prediction will be contained on
these cell. User can execute a batch prediction with 4Cast XL as shown in

this case. Most of the available commercial neural network software do not
have this feature.

(Figure 2.15)

vii)
viii)

Click the OK button and the result will be displayed on the cell I116:J117 in
blue color font. The Confidence Level of are also shown next to it. (Fig 2.16)
Here we have 0.612081 with 91.02% for the weekly sale and 0.12973 with
83.22% confidence level for the daily sale and so on.

(Figure 2.16)

ix)

Next we need to convert this result/output back to the raw data as the current
values do not mean anything to us.

Select Scale Data on the 4Cast XL menu (see Figure 2.1 above) and the dialog form
below (Figure 2.17) will be shown: (we also do this step when we first convert the
raw data)

(Figure 2.17)
Remember that 4Cast XL has stored the minimum in cell F113 and maximum in
cell F112 of the raw data when we first convert the data in Step 1. Now we reverse
the process. Enter the value shown above. (see Figure 2.17)
x)

Click the Scale Now button and we have the predicted result in cells
I116:J117 (see Figure 2.18 below)

(Figure 2.18)

To conclude, 4Cast XL predict the weekly and daily sales as the values show above
in Figure 2.18

